Ultraviolet light-induced increase in tumor cell susceptibility to TNF-dependent and TNF-independent natural cell-mediated cytotoxicity.
Previously we demonstrated that two consecutive in vitro irradiations of MCA 102 cells with high doses of UVC light (610 and 457 J/m2) resulted in a selection of a permanent line MCA 102UV that manifested high sensitivity to natural cell-mediated cytotoxicity (NCMC). In the present study analysis of the effector cells involved in lysis of these tumor cells was performed by comparing the cytotoxicity of normal spleen cells which mediated both NK and NC cell activity with (a) normal spleen cells in which NC activity was neutralized by anti-TNF Abs (NK+,NC-), (b) NK-depleted or NK-deficient spleen cells (NK-,NC+), and (c) NK-deficient or -depleted spleen cells with NC activity neutralized by anti-TNF Abs (NK-,NC-). Results of these studies indicate that lysis of the original MCA 102 tumor cells was relatively low and was mediated by NC cells. UV irradiation significantly increased MCA 102 tumor cell sensitivity to lysis by both NK and NC cells. Analysis of the mechanisms involved in UV-induced NK sensitivity revealed that UV irradiation increased tumor cell susceptibility to lytic NK-derived granules. NC sensitivity of MCA 102UV tumor cells was associated with their increase in sensitivity to TNF and selection of MCA 102UV cells for resistance to rTNF resulted in a decrease in their susceptibility to NC cells. To determine how fast UV-induced sensitivity to NCMC and rTNF can be established, 51Cr-labeled MCA 102 cells were irradiated in vitro with 38-304 J/m2 of UVC light and their sensitivity to lysis by spleen cells and rTNF was tested immediately in an 18-hr cytotoxicity assay. UV treatment with the same doses was repeated 12 days later. The data obtained showed that tumor cell sensitivity to NCMC and TNF appeared shortly after UV irradiation, was stable, and was further substantially augmented by the second round of UV treatment. Thus, in vitro UV irradiation of tumor cells could be an effective modulator of tumor cell sensitivity to TNF-dependent and TNF-independent cell-mediated cytotoxicity.